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ALTERNATIVE WILDLAND GRASS SEED DEVELOPMENT:
A PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The overall purpose of thi s study was to make a prel iminary
determination of the production and market potential of native and
introduced grasses for use in lands reclamation, rangeland improvements,
and other problem sites.

The study has involved a screening effort to

determine what information is available about the production and marketing
of rangeland grass seeds.

The study did not involve detailed field plots

to study certain characteristics of the grass cultivars
associated cultural practices.
information

and their

The investigation has derived some

to give some direction for production and marketing of grass

seeds, and it has pointed out some of the important information which is
needed in order to make recommendations to growers and seed handlers.
Information Qleaned during the period of the study suggests that there
is a good potential for the production of the rangeland grass seeds in Utah
for marketing in the western U. S. for rangeland, reclamation and problem
site uses.

The potential is good at least at current prices for grass seed

which are currently ranging between $1.10 and $6.85 per pound to growers
for noncertified seed, and $1.35 to $7.05 for certified seed depending on
the seed variety being sold.

Jobber prices are running from $2.65 to $7.35

for noncert i fi ed seed, and between $2.90 and $7.60 per pound for cert i fi ed
seed.

The markets for these wildland grass seeds appear to be quite thin and
prices appear to be rather volatile when supplies are changing.

Therefore,

considerable increases in supply could induce rather rapid price decreases
and therefore decl i nes in net incomes from the product i on of the seed if
current uses for the seed remain steady.

The demand side of the market

appears to be heavily influenced by government policy since seeding of
public lands is a strong demand force in the market place for the wildland
seeds.

A prel iminary estimate of the demand for crested wheatgrass (the

only grass seed for which a sufficient data set is available for
characterizing the seed market), suggests that demand is relatively
inelastic as reflected in the estimated elasticity of -0.241.

This

suggests that a 10 percent decline in the retail price increases quantity
demanded approximately 2.4 percent.

Further economic considerations and

information are found in section 5.0 of the report.
There is very limited information available from which to draw some
conclusions to make recomendations on optimum management practices to
increase establishment and yields of grass stands.

Much more information

is needed in order to make more detailed recommendations.

The particularly

important factors which need further study are fertilization, water
app 1 i cat i on by stage of seed development, insect control strategi es, and
detailded descriptions of the potential markets for the specific seed
vari et i es wh i ch can be produced.

Recomendat ions for future research are

made in section 6.0 of this report.
It appears that the most important grass species which producers
should concentrate on are Hycrest crested wheatgrass, BOloisky-Select
Russian wildrye, Magnar basin wildrye, western wheatgrass, bluebunch
wheatgrass (because of it potential in crosses), tall wheatgrass and paiute
orchardgrass. There is some Indian ricegrass seed which is produced in

Utah and it has a very specialized use in mining site reclamation.

Current

prices for this species are relatively high, but the stand is very
difficult to establish.

If the reclamation activity continues, then

production of seed from Indian ricegrass stands may have some limited
potential.

Other grass seed is produced in the state, but the potential of

these grasses is somewhat less than the seven mentioned earlier.
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ALTERNATIVE WILDLAND GRASS SEED DEVELOPMENT:
A PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION

1.0

INTRODUCTION

The Utah Department of Agriculture is authorized by the State of Utah
to coordinate and assist in the development and implementation of programs
to benefit agricultural science and technology in various areas of the
agricultural sector of the State. The Department has an ongoing program to
support the improvement of rangel ands and probl em 1and sites wi thi n the
state, and, in general, to support the viability of the farm sector and its
various enterprises.

This project is a part of that overall support

program and involves an initial investigation of the potential of producing
grass seed for the range improvment, problem site and land reclamation
markets as a study contracted to the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station
through Utah State University.
1.1 Objectives of the Study
The overall purpose of the study as initiated was to make a
preliminary determination of the production and market potential of native
and introduced grasses for use in lands reclamation and similar efforts.
The study has involved a screening effort in order to determine what
information is available about various grass varieties and their
advantageous and disadvantageous properties for seed production and for use
in improving

rangelands, rehabilitating problem industrial sites, and

in reclaiming land in general. The study did not involve detailed field
plots to study certain characteristics of the grass varieties and cultural
practices, but the investigation provides some direction to future study at
the detailed level and the effort has pointed out some of the gaps in
1

information which exist and which need further study in order to make more
fi rm recommendat ions to growers on grass stand estab1 i shment, cu1 tura 1
practices, and the economics of production and market potential.
The objectives of the study were as follows:
A.

Cata10que quantitative/qualitative characteristics of candidate grasses
that appear best adapted for revegetating rangelands, other problem
sites, or areas disturbed by industrial activities;

B.

Describe the interactions among environmental, cultural, and economic
factors and seed production of the most promosing native and introduced
grasses;

C.

Outline commercial production requirements and costs;

and,
D. determine market potential and expected prices.
2.0 PRELIMINARY SCREENING OF NATIVE AND INTRODUCED GRASSES
2.1 Historical Background On Grasses For Intermountain Rangelands
More than 382 mill ion acres of range1 and in the eight states of the
intermountain region comprise one of the most important resource bases of
the U. S.

These ranges are valuable as a base for livestock production and

as an aesthet i c and recreat i ona 1 asset.

Unfortunately, some 201m ill ion

acres of this resource base are in poor to very poor condition in terms of
being a productive asset.

Only 14 percent of the area is classified in

good condition or is producing within 60 percent of its natural potential
(Schmauts, et a1., 1980).
Rangelands, in general, can be upgraded by better management or by
replacing existing vegetation with improved cu1tivars of grasses, forbs,
and shrubs.

Revegetating with grasses has historically been a relatively

2

feasible and long-lasting way to improve depleted lands.

However,

relatively little breeding work has been done to develop improved cultivars
of grasses for the Intermountain area.

Most of the early releases of new

grasses were developed for adaptation in the Northern Great Plains region
of the U. S. and Canada.

It was not unt i 1 1974 that the USDA-ARS Forage

and Range Research Unit, in cooperation with Utah State University,
initiated a grass breeding program to develop improved cultivars of crested
wheatgrass

(~~!lrorr cristatu~

anQ

~

desertorum), Russian wildrye

(Psathyrostachys juncea), and interspecific hybrids involving wheatgrasses,
wildryes, and related species, although much cytogenetic work involving
grasses had been initiated several years before (Dewey, 1967, Dewey and
Pendse, 1968).
Crested wheatgrass, introduced into North America in 1906, has had
more impact on revegetation of western rangelands than any other grass.

It

is a widely accepted cool -season peren i a1 wh i ch is product i ve duri ng the
early season of the Spring with rapidly declining forage value during the
late summer and fall seasons.

The one outstanding characteristic of

crested wheatgrass is that is is resistant to drought and cold and adapts
to altitudes under 8,000 feet where annual precipitation is less than 14
inches (but not less than 6-8 inches).
Crested wheatgrass is a complex of diploid, tetraploid and hexaploid
species (differing number of chromosomes) with the most widely used diploid
being the "fairway" cultivar developed in 1932 by Agriculture Canada at
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.

Fairway is less drought resistant than the

tetraploid cultivars such as "nordan" and "summit" and the "P-27" cultivar
which were released in 1953.

Nordan was released by the Northern Great

Plains Research Center of the Agricultural Research Service (ARS) at
Mandan, North Dakota and was derived from collections made in the USSR.
3

It

is noted for its upright growth habit, large seeds, and good seeding vigor.
Summ i twas re 1eased by the Agri.cul ture Canada at Saskatoon and is a good
forage producer. The disadvantage of Summit is in seed processing and this
problem has limited its adoption.

P-27 was released by the USDA-Soil

Conservation Service (USDA-SCS) and has narrow, awnless spikes and
relatively fine leaves and stems.

It is well adapted to light droughty

soils and matures later and remains green longer than the Standard types of
nordan and summit.
A new tetraploid, "Ephraim" was released in 1983 by several agencies
involved in its development including the Forest Service, USDA-SCS, Utah
Division of Wildlife Resources, and several agricultural experiment
stations.

It is a persistent and drought-resistant cultivar and noted for

its sod-forming quality most important for soil stabilization and erosion
control.
The first interspecific hybrid of crested wheatgrass to be released
was the cultivar "Hycrest" in 1985, developed by the ARS Forage and Range
Unit located at Logan, Utah (Asay, et al.1985a).

Hycrest has been

developed from transfers of the genetic traits of the diploid and the
tetrapoloid species of crested wheatgrass, that is, the fairway traits with
the standard traits.

This transfer of traits has been a difficult effort

over a number of years because the process was impeded by the difficulty in
making the crosses between the two forms and the resulting complex
sterility of the hybrids.

Tai and Dewey (1966) obtained fertile tetraploid

plants by treating diploids with the chemical colchicine.

Later, Dewey and

Pendse (1968) crossed these "induced" tetraploids with the natural or
standard tetraploids which resulted in hybrids possessing the traits of
fairway and the standard and which has reasonable fertility.

4

They

suggested that fertility could be enhanced by selection and many of the
hybrids were substantially more vigorous than the parental 1ines.

These

hybrids were subsequently included in the ARS Forage and Range Unit
breeding improvement program and the hybrid hycrest later resulted which is
vigorous and shows superiority on harsh range sites where it is difficult
to establish other cultivars.

It can be established on sites receiving as

low as 6 inches annual rainfall and under moderately saline soil
conditions.

In Lakeside, Utah (near the Bonneville Salt Flats) excellent

stands of Hycrest were obta i ned even in the presence of i nfestat ions of
Halogeton and cheatgrass, and as the stands established these infestations
were virtually eliminated.

Cytological studies have shown the hybrid to be

genetically stable and it has excellent seed-yielding potential.
Russian wildrye is one of the best sources of grazing on semiarid
rangelands of the Intermountain region and the Northern Great Plains.
Wildrye is a cool season bunchgrass which was introduced to the U. S. in
1927 and was really not used for reclamation or range improvement until the
1950's.
Russian wildrye is native to the steppe and desert regions of the
USSR and China.

It is resistant to drought and its dense basal leaves are

nutritious and palatable.

It retains its nutritive value better during the

late summer and fall in contrast to other grasses which are productive in
the Spring and diminish in nutritive quality in the late seasons.

The

disadvantage of Russian wildrye is its difficult establishment property,
particularly on harsh range sites, and its seed tends to shatter soon after
maturity.

Improvement of seedl ing vigor has been a major objective of

breeding programs which include Russian wildrye.

Improved cultivars

recently released from these programs are substantially more vigorous and
selection has reduced shattering.

Most of the improvements have been made
5

under the direction of the breeding program of Agriculture Canada at
Lethbridge, Alberta (Asay and Johnson, 1980, and Berdahl and Barker, 1984).
Several cultivars of Russian wildrye have been developed and released
by North American breeding programs, mainly of Canadian and Northern Great
Plains origin.

Bozoisky-select, was released by the USDA-ARS breeding

program at Logan (Asay,et ale 1985b).

This cultivar was developed from an

introduction from the USSR (PL 406468, Bosoisky).

The breeding population

was repeatedly screened for improved seedling vigor, and the cultivar
Boisoisky-select has proven to be easier to establish and consistently more
productive than other cultivars, such as Vinall (developed by the Northern
Great Plains Research Center) on semiarid range sites.

Continued work in

selection is ongoing at present to develop better establishment properties,
production, and vigor.
2.2 Hybridization Breeding
Interspecific hybridization is a potentially valuable breeding
procedure for transfering genetic traits among existing species and for
combining two or more species in a "new species".

Wheatgrasses, wildryes,

and related grasses are particularly well suited to this method of genetic
improvement. Hybridization occurs frequiently among these species and many
are natural polyploids of hybrid origin. Some grasses of the group have
been artificially synthesized through hybridization and chromosome
doubling.

For example, Dewey (1976) concluded that thickspike wheatgrass

(Elymus lanceolatus) and beardless wildrye (Leymus triticoides), or closely
related grasses, were the parents of western wheatgrass

(fascoQYru~

smithii).
Several obstacles have prevented breeders from achieving the full
benefits of wide hybridization.

Most F1 hybrids are partially to

6

completely sterile and are usually agronomically inferior to the parental
species.

Fertility can be achieved by doubling the chromosomes with

treatment by colchicine, but for reasons not entirely understood, fertility
often dec 1i nes in subsequent generat ions (Asay and Dewey, 1976).

Even if

the fertility levels are maintained, vegetative vigor declines after
chromosome doubling.

Segregation for deleterious characteristics, such as

chlorophyll deficiencies, also may occur for several generations.
Since most interspecific hybrids are inferior to naturally occurring
species, intensive screening is necessary to identify those populations
good enough to be included in any breed i ng program.

I n add it ion, several

cycles of selection are then required to achieve acceptable levels of
fertility and genetic stability.
D. R. Dewey, USDA-ARS cytogeneticist located at Utah State University,
has assembled a world-wide collection of range grassess, from which over
250 hybrid combinations have been derived.

.

As expected, many hybrids are

sterile and others, although fertile, have 1ittle agronomic merit.

There

are, however, some promising hybrids coming out of the breeding program of
the USDA-ARS Forage and Range Unit breeding program which stem from the
collection.

Half of these hybrids include quackgrass in their parentage, a

species indigenous to Eurasia whose aggressive growth makes it generally
known as a noxious and troublesome weed in many situations.

Quackgrass

is, however, a valuable source of forage in many temperate regions of the
world.

It is a productive long-lived perennial with excellent soil binding

properties and tolerance to saline conditions (Asay and Knowles, 1985).
These crosses included in the USDA-ARS breeding program include the
following:
quackgrassX bluebunch wheatgrass
quackgrass X thickspike wheatgrass
7

quackgrass X fairway/standard wheatgrass
quackgrass X Pseudogoegneria stipifolia
a three-way cross involving quackgrass, standard crested and Thinopyrum
curvifolim
bluebunch wheatgrass X thickspike wheatgrass
intermediate wheatgrass X Thinopyrum acutum
altai wildrye X great basin wildrye and mammoth wildrye
The most promising of these hybrids is the quackgrass X bluebunch
wheat grass combination.

Bluebunch is a cool-season, bunch-type grass

native to the rangelands of western North America and has excellent
nturitional value.

It is selectively grazed in mixtures with other

species, and furthermore, it is depleted under heavy grazing pressure.
Other breed i ng work is bei ng done in the program, and th is work has
contributed to the information base underlying this particular project to
screen the grasses most favorable for seed production and use for range
improvements and reclamation sites.

This information base is important in

determining the vigor, forage production and seed handling and yield
properties of the grassses involved in seed production.
2.3 Seed and Forage Properties of Grasses
Some preliminary investigation was made of the properties of certain
grasses and how they fit into the seed and forage production situation
wh i ch producers and range personnel currently face, part i cul arl yin Utah
and the other Intermountain states. The information was obtained from some
practices which have been reported, various publications developed at
various agricultural experiment stations and the USDA-ARS, and from
experience in seed production and range improvement procedures.
Table 2.3-1 provides a summary of opinion on the qualities of certain
8

grasses (and some legumes) in terms of establishment, life of stand,
tolerance to drought, and growth and palatability characteristics. The
table provides a relative ranking of the grass species according to
properties to give a summary picture of the usefulness of the grasses and
some information on seed yield and handl ing. The ranking of low to high
quality for any characteristic is arbitrary but does reflect the experience
of producers and scientists who have worked with the various grasses.

Of

course, more detailed analysis of cultural practices, establishment, seed
yield, palatability and forage growth data is needed to give a more precise
ranking of the grass species in terms of these properties.
As can be seen from Table 2.3-1, the wheatgrasses rank high in terms
of establishment, relative life of stand, drought and salt tolerance.
Their optimum use occurs in the Spring and some Fall use is available.

The

.

wildryes are much harder to establish, but rank high in life of stand,
grazing tolerance, and palatability throughout grazing periods for Spring,
Summer and Fall.

Seed product i on for the wi 1dryes ranks lower than the

wheatgrasses in general.

The Russian wildrye species do much better in

most properties than the basin and altai cultivars.
The dryland orchardgrass (paiute) ranks relatively high in ease of
establishment, but is slightly less drought tolerant and m-uch less tolerant
of sal in i ty cond it ions than the wheat grasses.

Seed product i on potent i a1

for the orchardgrass is intermediate between the higher potential for wheat
grasses and the lower potent i al for the wi 1dryes.

It appears that the

best soil protection qualities are in the brome grasses, three of the
wheatgrasses (Sodar, Cri tana and western), and perenni a1 ryegrass.

There

is some dryland indian rice grass which is grown in southeastern Utah and
southwestern Colorado which comes into seed production occasionally.

9
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Information from the producers suggests that this grass is mainly used for
the reclamation of mining sites in the Southwest.

It ranks high in terms

of the life of the stand and drought resistance, but establishment is very
difficult and the seed tends to shatter easily.
Table 2.3-2 provides some information for seeding rangeland and
pastures and the associated properties for these types of seedings.

Here,

the domestic pasture improvement grasses are included with the range type
grasses to provide information on the contrast of the uses of various
grasses for quite different sites.

Most of the pasture and turf grasses

are produced in the Pacific Northwest or Great Lake states while the range
grasses are produced mainly in the Northern Great Plains states and to some
extent now in the Intermountain region.
The major species which are recommended for seeding on Utah range
ecosystems along with seeding site characteristics are given in Table 2.33.

Some pasture site recommendations are also given in the table, but

irrigated pasture recommendations are not given.

Each species is

associated with a particular site or set of sites for which the species is
adaptable or tolorant of a variety of harsh conditions or conditions which
exist in each ecosystem.

The site conditions are given as the site

descriptions in the table.

The information provides a summary of the uses

of the grass species and the types of sites for range improvement or land
reclamation for which the grasses are suitable. The information is to a
degree preliminary since a detailed study of the grasses and their
suitability has not been completed within the scope of this current
investigation.

However, the information does represent some study on range

sites and reclamation investigations.
Seeding of rangeland, dryland pasture, or irrigated pasture is no easy
task.

It requires patience, time and expense.
11

Seeding is an excellent
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Species. planting depth,
and rate
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1

Description

Recommended sites

/

Moist hillsides, aspen zone, medium
elevation (6,000 ft.); open, dry,
infertile soils; good for erosion
control on roadsides. burrow pits;
and dam sites.

Introduced soddy perennial. Germination
and seeding establi-shment slow. Thin
stands make dense sod within a few years.
Grows in early spring. Because of
shallow root system dries up quickly in
dry weather. Moderate shade tolerant.
Recovers after grazing.

All mountain areas except dry sites.
Useful where short growing foliage and
tough sod are desired such as
recreational areas. Canada bluegrass
better than Kentucky for drier sites.
Pasture.

Bluetrass. Big (Sherman)
1/40 1/2 inch; 4 to 5 pounds
per acre.

Long-lived native bunchgrass. Yields
much palatable foliage early in
spring, but becomes unpalatable earlier
than most grasses. Seedlings relatively
low in vigor. Requires 4 to 8 years to
reach full productivity. Because young
plants are easily pulled uP. grazing
should be deferred until roots are well
anchored. Slight shade tolerant.

Intermediate and favorable sagebrush
sites. Sunny places on mountain-brush
and ponderosa pine ranges. Meadows
at lower elevations.

Brome, meadow (Regar)
1/2 to 1 inch; 6 to 10 pounds
per acre.

Long-lived bunchgrass. Reaches full
productivity in 2 or 3 years.
Moderately palatable. Moderate shade
tolerant. Recovers quickly after grazing.
Winter hardy.

Favorable sagebrush sites and higher
ranges. Meadows, woodland and
ponderosa pine areas. Good for hay or
pasture.

Bluelrass, Kentucky (Troy)
1/4 0 172 inch; 3 to 4 pounds
per acre in pasture mixtures.

-

___

Naturalized lowgrowing form, loose
sod. Grows in early spring. Moderate
shade tolerant. Recovers after grazing.
Forms good ground cover. Tolerant to
acid soils and lower fertility requirement than Kentucky bluegrass.

Bluetrass, Canada (Rubens)
0 172 1nch; 3 to 5 pounds
per acre.

1/4

N
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Description

Species, planting depth,
and rate
Brome, mountain (Bromar)
10 pounds
per acre.

Short-lived vigorous native bunchgrass.
Reaches full productivity in 1 to 3
years. Volunteers well in some situations. Moderately palatable. Valuable
for quick cover. Will be replaced by
long-lived species in mixtures.
Susceptible to ~nut. Shade tolerant.

Brome, smooth (Manchar,
Lincoln, Baylor, Polar,
Carleton, Magna) 1/2 to 1 inch;
8 to 12 pounds per acre.

Long-lived introduced sod-forming grass.
Very palatable and productive. Seedlings
often weak, but once established, plants
spread vegetatively to provide full
stands. Notable ability to suppress
reinvasion of undesirable vegetation.
Shade tolerant. Slow recovery when cut
for hay. Tendency to sod bind, needs
high fertility.

Southern strains best for mountain
brush and favorable sites in the sagebrush zone. Intermediate strains
(Manchar have been best on higher
elevation mountain rangelands.
Meadows, hay, and pasture.

Ryegrass, perennial (tetraplo~d)
(Bastion, Gr1malda); 1/2 to 1
inch; 8 to 10 pounds per acre.

Long~lived

bunchgrass. Very palatable
and productive. Strong seedling vigor
lends to easy establishment. Often used
to thicken poor stands of alfalfa to
increase yields. Salt tolerant.

Suited for roost alkaline areas in
lowland. H~ and pasture.

Tall fescue (Alta, Fawn, Kenhy)
174 to 374 inch; 3 to 5 pounds
per acre.

Vigorous bunchgrass that tillers readily.
Grows season long. Remains green until
covered with snow. Salt tolerant. Fair
to low palatability. Not shade tolerant.

Best suited for moist alkali areas in
the lowlands. Also a high producer
in open aspen and subalpine ranges.
Pastures.

Hard fescue (Durar)
174 to 172 inch; 3 to 4 pounds
per acre.

Introduced, low growing bunchgrass.
Heavy root producer with fine leaves.
Fair palatability to livestock, highly
palatable to rodents. Moderate shade
tolerant. Slow to establish but very
competitive.

Useful as understory for seeding on
eroded soils, burned over timberland
and depleted sites in areas having an
excess of 13 inches precipitation.
Roadcuts, airports, skid trails.

3/4 to , inch; 8 to

t--a
W

Recommended sites

~

Weedy openings at medium to high
altitudes and on timber burns.
l
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Species, planting depth,
and rate

Descriptio.n

Recommended sites

Red fescue (Pennlawn, Fortress)
1/4 to 1/2 inch; 3 to 4 pounds
per acre.

Sod forming, low to moderate
palatability. Slow to establish but
produces good turf, shade tolerant,
produces fine tough roots. Less
drought tolerant than hard fescue.

Useful for erosion control on steep
slopes, waterways, burned over
forest in areas having an excess of
15 inches precipitation.

Indian rice~rass )Paloma-North,
Nezpar-sout ); 1 to 3 inches;
6 to 10 pounds per acre.

Native bunchgrass. Productive on dry
and raw soils. Seeds of most strains
slow to germinate. Treating seed in
sulfuric acid improves germination.
Not shade tolerant. Palatable.

Sunny exposures with sandy or gravelly
soils. Grows on raw subsoils from the
lowlands into high mountains. One of
the most productive species on raw
soils.

Reed canarygrass (Rise)

Vigorous persistant sod former.
Produces abundance of spring foliage.
Hi gh yi el der on Illoi st fert; 1e soi 1s.
Sod binds on infertile land. Initial
stands often poor because of tardy
germination and weak seedlings. Not
shade tolerant. Moderate palatability.
Poor quality when mature.

Moist to ~t fertile lowlands and
waterways. Most mountain lands except
dry south exposure and shaded areas.
Best suited to lands that are high in
nitrogen and organic matter. Pastures
must be grazed closely.

Foxtail, meadow
(Garrison - creeping type)
1/4 to 1/2 inch; 2 to 4 pounds
per acre.

Moderately palatable. Begins growth
early in spring. Leaves remain green
until after hard frosts in late fall.
Volunteers readily on sites where
adapted. Low seedling vigor.

Wet and dry meadows, and most highelevation ranges. Subalpine zone.

Orchardgrass (Latar, Comet,
Akaroa, Hallmark, Rancho);
1/4 to 3/4 inch

Long-lived introduced bunchgrass.
Very palatable, expecially in early
part of season. High yields. Very
shade tolerant. Recovers quickly
following grazing or cutting. Needs
hi gh fert i li ty for seed product ion.

Favorable mountain-brush and mountain
lands except dry south exposures.
Especially valuable for aspen and
other shady sites. Pasture and hay.

1/2 to 1 inch; 4 to 8 pounds
per acre.

I-..l
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Species, planting depth,
and rate
T1mpthy (T1mfor. Climax, Mohawk)

Description

Recommended sites

Short-lived introduced bunchgrass.
Forms quick cover. Volunteers readily.
Moderately palatable. High yields.
Can be broadcast successfully. Shade
tolerant. High fertility. Severe
damage caused by early grazing during
moist conditions.

Moist mountain sites. Ponderosa pine
zone and above. Meadows, aspen, open
timber. Best for haying operations.

Long-lived, developed especially for use
in dryland environments. Very palatable
in early part of season. Recovers
rapidly after grazing when moisture
is present. High seedling establishment
vigor. M~ require additional grazing
management due to grazing preference.

Foothills 10-15 inches precipitation.
Sagebrush. ponderosa pine, mountain
brush. and juniper-pinyon ranges.

Wheatgrass. bluebunch (Whitmar,
Secar, P-139); 1/2 to 1 inch;
6 to 10 pounds per acre.

Long-lived, native bunchgrasses. Begin
growth early in spring and again in
fall after rains. Moderate producer.
Require several years for stands to
attain full productivity. Moderately
palatable. Slightly shade tolerant.
Low resistance to repeated grazing.

Foothills with 10-14 inches precipitation. Sagebrush. ponderosa pine,
mountain-brush and juniper-pinyon
ranges. Low vigor and poor stands
at elevations above 6,000 feet.

Wheatgrass, crested (Standard
(Nordan, summlt); 1/2 to 1 inch;
5 to 8 pounds per acre.

Long-lived. drought-enduring, introduced
bunchgrass. Begins growth very early
in spring. Dormant in late summer.
Greens up again in the fall. Vigorous
seedlings. Palatable in spring and late
fall; rather unpalatable after seed
formation. Withstands heavy grazing.
Slightly shade tolerant.

Foothils 10-15 inches precipitation.
Sagebrush, ponderosa pine, mountainbrush, and juniper-pinyon ranges. Low
vigor and poor stands at elevations
above 6.000 feet.

Wheatgrass, crested (Fairway,
Ruff, Parkway) 1/2 to 3/4 inch;
5 to 7 pounds per acre.

Similar to standard crested wheatgrass,
Same sites as standard crested.
but its finer stems and leaves are
Grows better at higher elevations than
conducive to more uniform grazing.
crested Wheatgrass.
Shorter than standard crested. Matures
a week or more earlier than crested wheat-

1/4 to 1/2 inch; 2 to 3 pounds
per acre.

orchard~rass

(Paiute) dryland

1/4 to /4 inch; 4 to 6 pounds
per acre.

~
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Species, planting depth,
and rate

Description

Recommended sites
Same sites as standard crested,
expecially useful on pinyon-juniper
sites.

Wheatgrass, Crested (Siberian)
(P-27); 1/2 to 1 inch; 5 to 7
pounds per ac re •

Similar to Standard crested wheatgrass.
Awnless. More palatable. more
productive than crested.

Wheatgrass Crested (Hycrest)
1/2 to 1 inch; 5 to 7 pounds
per acre.

Same sites as Standard crested,
Hybrid cross between Standard and
expecially
useful in drier sagebrush,
Fairway crested wheatgrass. Seedlings
cheatgrass sites. Has established and
are extremely vigorous during germinasurvived in areas with 8-10 inches
tion and early establishment. Survives
precipitation.
under greater competition and lower
rainfall than other crested wheatgrasses.
Not as fine stemmed as Fairway or Nordan.
Higher yields (15-20t) than other crested
wheatgrasses.

Wheatgrass, Crested (Ephraim)
1/2 to 1 inch; 5 to 7 pounds
per acre.

Similar to other crested wheatgrass in
its palatability, vigor and drought
resistance. Produces less forage than
other crested varieties. Is noted for
its rhizomatous spreading characteristics.
Good for use in crested mixes to fili
in poorly vegetated areas and to extend
the life of stands.

Foothills, 10-15 inches precipitation.
Favorable sagebrush sites, mountain
brush, ponderosa pine, and
juniper pinyon ranges. Useful
on disturbed sites for soil
stabilization.

Wheatgrass, thicks~ike
(Cr1tana, Elbee) 1 2 to 1 inch;
6 to 10 pounds per acre.

Long-lived natives. Sod-forming.
vigorous seedlings, fair
palatability, drought tolerant, early
spring growth, low production.

Disturbed range sites and dry areas
subject to erosion, roadsides, waterways. 12 inches precipitation.
Shadscale-budsage shrub sites.

Wheatgrass, western
(Barton, Rosana, Arriba, Rodan.
Walsh); 1/2 to 1 inch; 8 to 10
pounds per acre.

Native, vigorous sod former. Later in
starting growth than most wheatgrasses.
Excellent soil binder. Not shade
tolerant. Poor germination.
Salt tolerance.

Lowlands with precipitation above 12
inches and most mountain-brush areas.
Particularly productive in swales and
waterways. Good on cl~ soils. Useful
on disturbed sites for soil
stabilization.

Wheatgrass, streambank
(Sodar)

~
~
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Species, planting depth.
and rate

Description

Recommended sites

Wheatgrass, intermediate (Greenar,
Oahe, Amur, Tegmar); 1/2 to 1
inch; 7 to 9 pounds per acre
(Tegmar is a dwarfed lower
growing variety.)

Long-lived introduced sod-forming
grass. Vigorous. rapidly developing
seedlings. Begins to grow very early
in spring. Remains green and palatable
into summer. High producer. Does ~ot
mature seed at high elevations, but
spreads vegetatively. Moderately
shade tolerant.

From intermediate sagebrush sites into
the high mountains up to 9,000 feet,
and on dry meadows. Good for granitic
soils 14-18 inches precipitation.
Useful on disturbed sites for soil
stabilization.

Wheatgrass, pubescent (Luna,
Mandan, Topar. Greenleaf);
1/2 to 1 inch; 7 to 9 pounds per
acre.

Long-lived, introduced sod former.
Similar to intermediate wheatgrass, but
is somewhat more drought-resistant, and
matures about a week earlier. Not shade
tolerant. Not as palatable as
intermediate.

Foothills with 14-18 inches precipitation. From intermediate sagebrush
sites into the high mountains, but
not in meadows and sha~ areas.
Useful on disturbed sites for ~il
stabilization.

Wheatgrass. slender (Revenue,
(Primar); 1/2 to 1 inch; 6 to 8
pounds per acre.

Short-lived native bunchgrass. Vigorous
seedlings. Volunteers aggressively.
Forms a quick cover, but usually is
replaced by other species. Moderately
palatable. Shade tolerant. Salt
tolerant.
·

High-altitude ranges and more
favorable sites on mountain-brush
areas. Excellent in aspen and tall
mountain brush.

Wheat~ass,

Long-lived robust introduced bunchgrass.
Vigorous seedlings. Starts growth early
in spring; matures in late summer.
Useful for sumner grazing on drylands at
low elevations. Fair palatability. Old
coarse growth often makes current growth
unavailable. Tolerant to salt, alkali,
and water, but not to shade.

Salty areas such as greasewood and
saltgrass sites where the water
table is from a few inches to several
feet below ground surface. Also
intermediate and favorable sagebrush,
mountain-brush, and juniper sites.

tall (Alkar-North,
Jose- uth); 1/2 to 1 inch;
8 to 10 pounds per acre.

.....
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Description

Recommended sites

Wildrye. Russian (Vinall, Swift.
Mayak, Cabree. Bozoisky); 1/2 to
1 inch; 4 to 6 pounds per acre.

Long-lived introduced bunchgrass. produces abundance of basal leaves.
Palatable. Leaves remain green through
summer and fa'l. Endures close grazing
better than most grasses. Grows rapidly
ins pr i ng. re news ; n fa 11. Err at i c i n
establishment. Has low seedling vigor.
Withstands drought once it is established. Provides poor soil protection.

Sagebrush, mountain-brush, and juniper
sites. Useful on soils too alkaline
for Fairway or crested wheatgrass. and
too dry for tall wheatgrass.

Wildrye. Basin (Magnar)
172 to 1 inch; 6 to 8 pounds
per acre.

Native, robust bunchgrass. Starts
growth in early spring. Foliage quite
coarse. Stands delayed in reaching ' full
production. One of the highest
producers. Not shade tolerant. Avoid
heavy grazing or close cutting.

Lowlands that receive more than 14
inches precipitation. Particularly
well suited for many juniper areas.
Grown well throughout the mountain
brush zone and in aspen openings.
Flood plains. clay loam soil.

tool for range and pasture improvement, but one must consider other
improvements also, which mayor may not be more feasible and economically
justifiable.

Seeding needs to be put into perspective with all the other

tools one can use to improve rangelands or to reclaim lands which have
undergone disturbance due to mining or other industrial operations. The
foregoing information provides a preliminary guide on the properties of
various grass species and their suitability to schemes to increase forage,
or to create a longer graz i ng season, or to control eros i on and stabi 1i ze
soil movement.

3.0 SEED FIELD ESTABLISHMENT
Very little information is known about establishing the stand for seed
production.

The principal investigators in this project attempted to

survey the few growers of grass seed in Utah to obtain information about
the practices which are currently being used.
recei ved from the

growers to date,

Limited information has been

and some i nformat i on has been

accumulated from a survey of growers and seed handlers in Colorado, Kansas,
South Dakota, North Dakota and Montana.
3.1

Row Spacing and Seeding Rate
We found in our limited survey of growers that current practices

include a variation from drilling or broadcasting seed as one would plant
grain or seed a range to actual row spacing procedures.

Those growers

producing registered or certified seed are planting with indended row and
pl ant spaci ng.

Most of the dryl and operat ions use seed product i on as an

alternative cropping of the grass stand depending on grass price
fluctuations and the timing of precipitation.
The seeding rates which are used also vary for any particular species
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Table 2.3-3.
A.

B.

Principal Species recommended for Seeding on Utah Range and Pasture
Ecosystems.

Marginal Ecosystems
Grasses

Site No.

Alkali bluegrass
Al kal i sacaton
Basin wil drye
Slender Wheatgrass
Bearded wheatgrass
Bluebunch Wheatgrass
Western wheatgrass
Kentucky bluegrass
Meadow brome
Smooth brome
Reed canarygrass
Tall fescue
Meadow foxtail
Orchardgrass
Timothy
Tall wheatgrass

1, 2
1
1, 3
3, 4, 6

Site Description
Alkali bottoms
Salt meadows
3. Semi -wet meadows
4. Semi-wet streambottoms
5 • Wet meadows
6. Wet streambottoms

1.

2.

4
4

4, 5

3, 4
3, 4
3, 4
3,4,5,6
1, 2, 3, 4
3, 4, 5, 6

3, 4
3, 4
1, 2, 3, 4

Hi gh Mtn. Ecosystems (22-40" prec.)
A1 pi ne timothy
7
Bearded wheatgrass
7,8, 9,10
Kings fescue
7
Mtn. brome
7, 8, 9, 10,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11
Slender wheatgrass
Idaho fescue
8, 9
8, 9
Western wheatgrass
Basin wildrye
9
Letterman needlegrass
9
Kentucky bluegrass
8,9,10, 11
11
Meadow brome
11
Smooth brome
Tall fescue
7, 8, 9,11,12,14
Meadow foxta i 1
7, 8, 9, 11
Orchardgrass
8, 9, 11
Timothy
8, 9, 10, 11
Intermediate wheatgrass 8, 9, 10, 11

c. Mountain Ecosystems

(18-22" prec.)

Bluebunch wheatgrass
I daho fescue
Slender wheatgrass
Basi n wi1 drye
Slender wheatgrass
Stipa
Western wheatgrass
Meadow brome
Smooth brome
Orchardgrass
Timothy 9rass
lntermedlate wheatgrass

12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17
12
12, 16
14, 15,
15
17
17
12, 14, 15, 16
12, 14, 15, 16
12,14,15, 16
12, 14
12,13,14,15,16,17

,0

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

Sub-alpine slopes
High mountain clay
High mountain loam
High mountain loam
(sul1lller prec.)
Aspen-grass-forb

12. Mountain clay
13. Mountain gravelly loam
14. Mountain loam
15. Mountain loan (maple)
16. Mountain loam (oakbrush)
17. Mountain loam
(sul1lller prec.)

Table 2.3-3.

D.

Principal Species Recommended for Seeding on Utah Range and Pasture
Ecosys terns. (conti nued)

Upland Ecosystems (12-18- prec.)
Grasses

Site No.

B1uebunch wheatgrass

18,
27,
Indian ricegrass
18,
Western wheatgrass
18,
Stipa
20,
Muttongrass
21,
Sandberg bluegrass
21,
Basin wi1drye
24
SQui rre1 tail
24
Dixiegrass (big ga11eta) 25
Sand dropseed
25,
Meadow brome
19,
Smooth brome
19,
Beardless wheatgrass
22,
Crested wheatgrass
Fairway
Standar
19,
Ephraim
Hycrest
Siberia
Paiute orc ardgrass
19,
Intermediate Wheatgrass 18,
Pubescent wheatgrass
18,
Sherman bluegrass
19,
Tall wheatgrass
18,
Russian wi1drye
19,
Thickspike wheatgrass
19,
Altai wildrye
19,
E.

Site descri2tion

21, 22, 24,
28,29,30,
19, 20, 22,
19, 26, 27,
22, 23, 25,
27, 30
22, 24, 30,

25, 26,
31
23, 24
29
27,28
31

27,28
20, 24, 27
20, 24, 27
24
24, 27

24,
19,
19,
24,
19,
20,
20,
20,

27
21,
22,
26
20,
24,
24,
24,

18. Up1 and c1 ay
19. Juniper-pinyon-shrubgrass
20. Upl and c1 ay
(sumner prec.)
21 • Upland gravelly loam
22. Up1 and 1 imy loam
23. Upland limy loam
(sumner prec.)
24. Up1 and loam
25. Southern upland loam
26. Upland loam (summer prec)
27. Up1 and sand
28. Upland sand (summer prec)
29. Up1 and sha1 e
30. Upland shallow hardpan
(sUJ1l1ler prec)
31 • Upland shallow loam
32. Upland shallow loam
(swnmer prec)

24, 26
24, 26
24
27
27
27

Semi -Desert Ecosystems (8-12" prec.)
lnd; an ricegrass
Needle and thread
Sandberg bluegrass
Western wheatgrass
Bluebunch wheatgrass
Paiute orchardgrass
Crested wheatgrass
Fairway
Nordan
Ephraim
Hycrest
Pubescent wheatgrass
Russian wildrye
A1 tai wi 1drye
SQui rre1 tai 1

33,
33,
33,
33,
34,
33,

34, 35, 36
34, 35, 36
34
35
35
34, 35

33,
33
33,
33,
35
35
35
34

34,
34,
34,
34,

t

35
35
35
35, 36

33. Semi-desert clay
34. Semi-desert loam
35. Juniper-grass-shrub
36. Semi-desert sand
(summer prec)

Table 2.3-3.

Principal Species Recommended for Seeding on Utah Range and- Pasture
Ecosys terns. (conti nued)

F. Disturbed Sites
Grasses
Smooth brome
Hard fescue
Thickspike wheatgrass
Streambank ~eatgrass
Crested wheatgrass
Western wheatgrass
Ephraim crested
wheatgrass
Tall wheatgrass
Reed canarygrass
Intermediate wheatgrass

Site No.
37
37
37
37
37
37

16+ prec.
13+" prec.
10-16" prec.
10-16 U prec.
8-12u prec.
12+" prec.

37
37
37
37

10-14" prec.
18+ prec.
16+· prec.
14-18 prec.
11

11

Site

descri~tion

37.

Erodable soil s and
disturbed areas
waterways
J

and certainly between species.

Pubescent wheatgrass on dryland operations

is planted at the rate of 7 - 10 lbs./acre.
at the rate of 5-8 lbs./acre.

Crested wheatgrass is planted

Dryland orchardgrass (paiute) is planted at

3-5 1bs./ acre on i rri gated ope rat ions.

Arri ba wheatgrass is planted at 5

lbs./acre also on irrigated operations.

Indian ricegrass is planted at the

rate of 8-10 lbs./acre on dryland operations and at 7-8 lbs./acre on
irrigated operations.
Of course, the seeding rate is a function of the row spacing or
drilling practice.

Much more information on the optimum row spacing and

seeding rates for the important species is needed.

Some actual field

trials, both in experimental plots and in field run experiments, need to be
initiated to determine the best ranges of seeding rates for row spaces
wh i ch account for ava i 1abi 1 i ty of water and space for pl ant growth. Thi s
type of information is particularly needed for the production areas in
Utah.

Some general recommendations are contained in Holzworth and Wiesner

(1985) and in the Washington State Rangeland Committee's The

~ashi!!.9.to!!

Interagency Guide for Conservation and Forage Plantings (1983).

The former

publication makes recommendations which are more applicable to Wyoming and
Montana conditions, or more broadly to the conditions of the Northern Great
Plains region, while the latter publication is more applicable to the
Palouse region of eastern Washington, and to the pasture mix conditions of
the higher rainfall regions of western Washington.

However, there are some

guidelines which can be used from these information sources.
It is generally recommended that dryland or semiarid regions plant at
the rate of approxi mately 30 seeds per 1 i near foot of row and in 36 inch
row spacings.

Row spacings could be 24 inches is irrigation systems were

reliable and several irrigations could be made, but it is uncertain wether
an optimum spacing for growth and seed yield can be reached at that point
23

for most seed stands establ i shed in Utah.

More i nformat ion is needed to

determine the effect of row spacing and seeding rate on the seed yield in
Utah.
The timing of the seeding is also important, particularly in the face
of limited rainfall and soil moisture. Currently, approximately 90 percent
of the seedings on ranges is done during the Fall and further into early
Winter.

Seed stands are generally established in late August with

irrigation to bring the stand prior to frost time.

Most dryland operations

seed 1ater than August, and several establ ish stands in 1 ate fall to get
moisture and to have a store of moisture through the Winter in order to get
the stand in early Spring.

Some stands are established in early Spring

when moisture is available in the soil.

3.2

Fertilization
There appears to be a wide variation in opinions on amount and type of

fertilizer to be applied to establish and to maintain stands of grass which
are to be used for seed production.

Much more information is needed on

fertilizer application and practice.

In general, it is recommended (but

the information is not certain for conditions in Utah) that enough
phosphorus be applied to the seed production land to last three years, and
that the application rate be guided by soil test.

Once that is done, then

approximately 55 lbs./acre of phosphorus should be applied with the seed
for most wheatgrasses and wildryes.

It is recommended that a high

phosphorus fertilizer be used such as 11-55-0 or 11-52-0 for most
wheatgrasses and wildryes.

Less phosphorus is needed with the seed in the

case of bluebunch and beardless wheatgrasses where approximately 50
1 bs./acre is recommended of a 11-48-0 content.
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Once the seedl i ngs have

been established it is generally recommended (although again little is
known about Utah conditions) that 30 lbs./acre of nitrogen be applied to
the stand for the wheatgrasses and wildryes under dryland or limited
irrigation conditions.

Under consistent irrigated conditions, it is

recommended that 60-80 1 bs./acre of nitrogen be appl ied for these same
grasses.

Indi an ri cegrass al so requi res 1ess phosphorus after phosphorus

has been applied for a three-year horizon.

Generally, 50 lbs./acre of

phosphorus is needed with the seed from a 11-48-0 fertilizer content, and
then 30 lbs./acre of nitrogen is needed when the seedlings are established.
In Utah,

the fertilizer application rates vary consisderably.

Generally, approximately 27-30 lbs./acre of nitrogen is being applied after
seedlings are established, from either a 27-12-0 or 11-48-0 content.

The

intitial phosphorus application is usually not applied, except on some
certified seed producing stands.

Some stands are established with no

fertilizer application if the stand is established in summerfallow.
3.3

Irrigation
In Utah we have seed stands being established on both dryland and

irrigated conditions.

Most of the dryland stands are established and

rna i nta i ned in southeastern Utah in connect ion with dryl and operat ions in
the Dove Creek area of southwestern Colorado.

In this area, depending on

the market and the precipitation outlook, there can be upwards to 150 acres
of crested wheatgrass, 100 plus acres of Indian ricegrass, 180 plus acres
of pubescent wheatgrass, and other species.

The irrigated acreage is

located in Sanpete, Rich, Box Elder, Tooele, Sevier and Cache counties.
For establishment, it is generally recommended to apply enough water
to get the stand established under irrigation conditions in mid-August,
then it is recommended to bring the moisture level up to field capacity
by early or mid-September.

Generally in Utah that recommendation is
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requiring two, and sometimes three irrigations depending on the location.
However, much more information is needed about the impact of irrigation on
establishment and the timing of the establishment, be it the AugustSeptember period or early Spring.
3.4 Weed and Pest Control
Weed and pest control practices have a wide variation among growers in
Utah.

Some spend as little as $10.00/acre for both a herbicide application

and roquing while others spend upwards to $42.00/acre in the establishment
phase of production.

Of course, the variation is partly due to

certification (usually higher cost) requirements and dryland versus
irrigated operations, but there is little information which can be used as
a guide, other than the certification requirements, in weed control.
Pest control procedures are even more uncertain since at the present
time we do not entirely know the target pests and what they do to reduce
either forage or seed yields.
insects.

Few growers use a pesticide for controlling

Those who do incur costs of upwards to $16.00 /acre but it is

unknown whether the target pests are being controlled for the additional
costs involved.

Much more study of the target pest involved and what they

do to reduce seed yield is needed.

We were unable to set up insect surveys

or do feeding trials in the laboratory or field under the sponsorship of
this project, but these investigations should be conducted in order to
derive control recommendations and attempt to lower the costs associated
with control.
We do know from other studies (mainly a study sponsored by the Four
Corners Regional Commission and Utah Agricultural Experiment Station in the
late 1970's) that several hundred insects are active in some way on
Intermounta in regi on ranges (cf., Thomas and Werner, 1981; and Haws, et
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a1., 1982).

Just what the insects are that reduce seed yi e1d and how they

do it is still unkown information.

However, we do know that the black

grass bugs, range grasshoppers, mormon cri kets, range caterpi 11 ars, and
thrips are prime culprits from studies of their feeding and sucking
operations on various grasses including native and introduced species.
What we do need in information is the timing of control of these major
pests so that control costs could be held to a minimum.

Some plot tests on

the control of grass bugs suggests that application of malathion prior to
adul t stage coul d cost as low as 60 cents per acre for control at current
pri ces for 50 percent mal ath i on.

Whether other target pests are 1i kew i se

controlled, and at the same time, is another question, however.

4.0 SEED PRODUCTION, HARVESTING AND CERTIFICATION
4.1

Maintaining the Seed Stand
Like establishment procedures sketched previously, detailed

information for fertilizing, irrigating and controlling weeds and insects
is lacking.

More information on otimizing the seed growth subject to

various physical constraints and availability of production inputs is
needed in order to make more definitive recommendations for cultural
practices to be followed to maximize seed yields.
Fert i 1 i zat ion pract ices vary in seed product ion operat ions in Utah.
The application of fertilizer is usually nitrogen which varies from 30 - 60
1bs./acre on most establ i shed stands of wheatgrasses and wi 1dryes.

Some

orchardgrass stands in the state do not recieve any fertilization after the
stand has been establ i shed.

Some phosphorus is added to the fert i 1 i zer

combination on some stands when phosphorus amounts prior to seeding were
judged to be short of three to four year requirements for the stand.
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It is generally recommended, but again the impacts of the variation of
fertilizer on yields are not completely known at this point, that 50 pounds
of nitrogen be applied to stands under dryland or limited irrigation
conditions.

The appl ication is more productive if done in the late Fall

depending on moisture conditions and the outlook for moisture over the
Winter.

For irrigated operations, it is recommended that 60 - 80 lbs./acre

be applied and the application can be side-dressed and then water applied
during the seed maturing or late Fall seasons.

Beardless wildrye requires

about 40 percent more nitrogen than most other wi1dryes and wheatgrasses or
orchardgrass under irrigated conditions.
For most of the wheatgrasses, wi1dryes, orchardgrass, and Indian
ricegrass,

one should irrigate after harvest to promote vegetative

production.

The moisture level should be brought up to field capacity by

early September.

Plants should never be stressed while the floral

primordia are forming.

Early irrigation may be required if rainfall in the

Spring, particularly late Spring, is not sufficient for continued plant
growth and seed fill.

No irrigation should be done during the flowering

period of beardless wheatgrass, b1uebunch wheatgrass, Indian ricegrass and
beardless wi1drye.

Soil moisture supporting stands of these latter grass

species should be kept above 50 percent of field capacity during the
season.
The above are general recommendations for irrigation, but much less is
·know nab 0 ut the tim i ng 0 fir rig at ion i nth e boo t s tag eve r sus the 0 the r
stages of seed and forage development.

This type of information is

critical where irrigation water is limited and higher priced.

We propose

that more work be done to characterize the response of seed yield and
forage to water by various stages of development and growth.
Weed and insect control practices vary.
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Some use herbicides alohg

with roquing and others do not apply a herbicide.

Some roquing operations

cost as little as $10.00 per acre and still others increase on up to $30.00
per acre.

There is much less known about the target pests which need to be

controlled in order to maximize seed yield.

Many operations do not apply

any pesticide, and those that do incur increased costs without much
understanding of what pests can be controlled and at what time in the
season.

Much more information is needed in order to guide the control

procedures and to lower costs of production of the seed.
There is generally a Fall season management practice to be followed
for most of the rangeland grass species.

Generally one should either

graze, cut for hay, or clip to a 4-5 inch stubble after a frost in late
Fall.

The late irrigation should be initiated in September to bring the

moisture level up to field capacity.

Fertilization is generally required

also in the Fall . as indicated above .•
4.2 Harvesting
Harvesting is generally done by either direct combining or by first
cutting and windrowing or swathing to a windrow.

Many of the dryland

operations in southeastern Utah and the southwestern Colorado area use
direct combining to harvest the seed.

Yields are much less in this area

than one would find in other areas in Utah because of the uneveness of the
seed maturity and shattering which takes place, but the yield also is a
function of the water availability and fertilization practices in the
differnet areas where seed from the same species is produced.
Windrowing operations do incur increased harvesting costs relative to
the direct combining, but the eveness of drying in the windrow generally
brings about a higher yield.

Combining after windrowing can usually be

done more rapidly relative to direct combining.
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Harvesting can generally

be started earlier if windrowing is to precede the combining.

Lower

moisture content of the seed usually results when windrowing is done and
cuts down on the time that dryi ng needs to be done and the operat ions of
drying prior to storage or marketing.

Of course, rain showers on the

windrows can make the grass to wet to thrash or difficult to pick up out of
the stubble, and some weeds can be picked up which can sometimes be avoided
by direct combining by selecting the height of the cut. Some shattering
can occur in the windrow, particularly during windy periods.
It is generally recommended that seed be harvested in the hard dough,
or vitreous stage.

Generally higher germination and greater longevity

results if the seed is captured at this stage.

Grass seed does not mature

uniformly, so judgment must be exercized to determine when the maximum
yield can be obtained given that some of the seed will not be in the hard
dough stage.

Grasses generally begin ripening at the top of the seed head,

and when the tips of the seed heads begi n to shatter, most of the seed is
ready for harvest.
Shattering can occur in the harvest operation or just prior to harvest.
Indian ricegrass shatters readily and direct combining. is usually preferred
to windrowing in this case, but still shattering will take place. There is
considerable trashiness of the seed of Indian ricegrass as it is enters the
combine bin relative to other grasses such as orchardgrass and most of the
wheatgrasses and wildryes. The trashiness can be up to 60 percent relative
to 15 - 30 percent for most other grasses.

Uniformity in the maturity of

the seed for most of the wheatgrasses, orchardgrass and wildryes is better
and shattering less if the harvest procedes by windrowing and then
combining.
In some operations in Utah, additional cleaning is done after
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combining to eliminate trash prior to marketing or taking the seed to a
cleaning operation.

In some cases this procedure eliminates most of the

foreign matter and the seed is in near marketable form without going to
another firm for recleaning.

This operation allows one to pass more trash

through the combine but more seed is also captured to maximize yield if
another form of cleaning on the farm is available.
Newly harvested seed is frequently too high in moisture content for
safe storage.

Seed is generally dried either by artificial drying or by

spreading the seed on a concrete floor in a thin layer and is stirred up to
two times during any 24 hour period.

Small lot operations can dry by using

a system which circulates unheated air through a storage area or part of a
combined drying-storage facility.
Storage conditions influence the length of time seed retains its
viability.

Dry and cool conditions are the most satisfactory for the

storage period.

Viability of the seed is deteriorated greater by high

relative humidity than high temperature.

As a general rule of thumb

(although more information is needed about the storage environment), the
temperature (in Farenhite) plus the percent humidity should not exceed 100.
4.3

Certification
Certified seed is high-quality seed which has superior production

potential defined by high varietal purity, high germinating ability,
minimum other crop and weed seed and inert matter, known origin of seed,
known presence or absence of certain seedborne diseases, and is free of
noxious weed seeds.

The certification process is accomplished by accurate

record keeping and a series of inspections conducted in the field, seed
testing laboratory, processing plants, and during the bagging, tagging and
sealing of the seed.

In Utah, the certification is a service performed by
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the Utah Crop Improvement Association (UClA) in cooperation with the Utah
Agricultural Experiment Station and the Division of Plant Industry of the
Utah Department of Agriculture.

Only seed produced in accordance with the

standards and regulations of the UClA can be represented as Utah certified
seed.
Anyone may apply to grow certified seed.

All applications should be

made before planting to permit a representative of the UClA to advise the
grower concerni ng the el i gi bi 1 i ty of the seed, the 1 and, and any current
information concerning the certification program. An application has to be
filed and a fee has to be paid along with conforming to the regulations
pertaining to land, isolation, planting, weeds, and disease.

Currently the

application deadline for certified grass seed is May 15, but one can apply
by May 31 by paying a 1ate fee.

One should thoroughly study the

requirements prior to establishing a grass stand which is to be harvested
for certified seed so that all the regulations are understood and so that
one can anticipate the costs involved in producing high quality seed
relative to the premium which is captured in the market for the seed.
Four classes of seed are recognized by seed certification agencies
(cf., S. A. Young, 1984, and Utah Crop Improvement Association's li85 !!tah
Cert i fi eQ

~eeQ ~roducers

and

~crea~ ~Pl i eQ

for Cert i fi cat ion).

Fi rst,

there is the breeder class of seed which is very limited in amount and is
directly produced or controlled by the originating plant breeder or
institution.

The seed of this class is not normally available through

commerc i a1 channels.

Foundat i on seed is mul tip 1i ed from Breeder seed or

from selected lots of Foundation seed under the supervision of a
certification agency.

Such seed is available from state Foundation seed

organizations or a firm which controls the variety if it is privately
owned.

Registered seed is the progeny of Foundation seed and is available
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in market channel s.

Regi stered seed is norma 11 y requi red to produce the

Certifieg seed class.

Certifieg seed is the most common seed in the

certification channel and is the seed sold to those interested in
establishing forage stands on the ranges, at mining sites, or other problem
sites which need to be reclaimed.
As a part of the certification program,

the UClA distributes

Foundation class seed produced by the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station
and Foundation seed organizations in other states to selected growers for
further increase in the certifiction program in Utah. The UClA also works
with the growers and seed conditioners to maintain the certification
program and to protect and verify the market for the certified class of
seed.

5.0 ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

5.1

Seed Production Budgets
Some preliminary survey work was done to attempt to find out seed

production practices and harvesting procedures and the associated cost
elements of each of these practices.

This work was done in order to

characterize the cost structure for producing rangeland grass seed and to
provide information which could be coupled with market price information to
provide a sketch of the type of economic returns one could expect for given
market prices.

Much more detailed information on the cost structure is

needed whi ch is associ ated wi th establ i shment and cul tural pract ices to
produce seed.
Lim i ted i nformat i on was obta i ned from the pre 1i mi nary survey to put
together budgets for wheatgrasses in general, and for Indian ricegrass.
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At

this writing information for orchardgrass, Basin and Russian wildryes, and
a more deta i 1ed breakdown of budget i nformat i on for the speci fi c
wheatgrasses is not available, but such information is coming in from
various producers in Utah, Colorado, and the Great Plains in the future.
A budget was developed from the limited information obtained from
wheatgrass seed producers in Utah, Colorado, Montana, and North and South
Dakota.

This budget is contained in Tables 5.1-1 and 5.1-2 and is a

partial farm budget which represents in general the cost structure for
establishing and operating and harvesting the stand once established.
There are some differences in costs for specific wheatgrass species, mainly
in establishment and harvesting costs, but the budget for establishment and
operating the seed stand as presented in the tables is fairly
representative of current costs.

The budgets presented in Tables 5.1-1 and

5.1-2 are for irrigated operations.

The budgets presented indicate what was determined from the
preliminary survey to be the normal establishment and operation cost
structure reflective of normal establishment and cultural practices.

Then

an additional cost was added to these budgets for firms which have unusual
cultural practices, or those firms which have recleaning and storage
facilities which enable them to partially or totally integrate forward into
the market closer to the actual wholesale or retail sale of the seed.

The

budget for these cases is labeled "unusual" in the tables.
The main differences in the normal practice cost items and the unusual
cost items are in the herbicide application (the higher cost is application
by airplane), fertilizer application costs, windrowing, custom combining,
and the investment in storage and recleaning facilities which are
annualized and presented in the budget.

The annualized establishment costs

are also added to the operating budgets to give a picture of all the costs
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which are incurred.
Tables 5.1-3 and 5.1-4 provide the establishment and operating budgets
for wheatgrasses as a general cl ass of grass but for dryl and conditions.
One can see that the cost structure under dryland conditions is quite
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Table 5.1-1

Partial Budget For The Establishment of Irrigated
Wheatgrasses.

ESTABLISHMENT EXPENSES PER ACRE
--VARIABLE COSTS--

NORMAL PRACTICE

SOIL PREPARATION .

30.00

SEED( CURRENT PRICE OF 3.05/LB.) 6 LBSIACRE

18.30

DRILLING

UNUSUAL

7.50

IRRIGATION 2.50 ACRE/HR.

4 TIMES

8.00

WATER MAINTENANCE

10.00

CULTIVATIONS

12.00

(2 @ 6.00 )

HERBICIDE

3.00

PESTICIDE

5.00

ROGUING

7.00

AIR

5.50
7.00

14.70

FERTILIZER
INTEREST ( 12% FOR 6 MONTHS ).
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS

6.93

7.17

122.43

126.67

--FIXED COST-7.70

TAXES
TOTAL COST

130.13

134.37

14.46

14.93

IIIIII 9 YEAR STAND
ANNUALIZED ESTABLISHMENT COST
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Table 5.1-2.

Partial Operating Budget for Irrigated Wheatgrasses.

OPERATING EXPENSES PER ACRE
NORMAL PRACTICE

--VARIABLE COSTS-IRRIGATION ( 2.50 ACRE/HR.

UNUSUAL

8.00

4 TIMES)

10.00

WATER MAINTENANCE
HERBICIDE

3.00

PESTICIDE

5.00

AIR

5.50
7.00

12.00

CULTIVATIONS ( 2 @ 6.00) .
ROGUING

7.00

FERTILIZER

8.91

6.10
12.00

WINDROWING
18.00

COMBINING

CUSTOM 24.00
167.44

STORAGE AND RECLEANING

11.75

CERTIFICATION
INTEREST( 6% FOR 6 MONTHS
EXCLUDING STORAGE )
TOTAL VARIABLE COST

4.31

10.28

76.22

281.07

--FIXED COST-7.70

TAXES

31.11

STORAGE FACILITIES
ANNUALIZED ESTABLISHMENT EXPENSES
TOTAL COST
YIELD 350 LBS/ACRE
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14.46

14.93

98.38

334.81

Table 5.1-3 Partial Budget For The Establishment of Dryland Wheatgrasses

ESTABLISHMENT EXPENSES PER ACRE
NORMAL PRACTICE

--VARIABLE COSTS-SOIL PREPARATION .

25.00

SEED ( CURRENT PRICE OF 3.05/LB. ) 8LBS/ACRE

24.40

UNUSUAL

7.50

DRILLING
CULTIVATIONS

12.00

(2 @ 6.00 )

2.50

HERBICIDE

AIR 4.50
5.00

PESTICIDE

6.00 CONTRACT 13.00

ROGUING
FERTILIZER
INTEREST (12 % FOR 6 MONTHS)

.

.., .

TOTAL VARIABLE COST

13.60

20.89

5.46

6.74

96.46

119.03

--FIXED COSTS-5.00

TAXES
TOTAL COST

101.46

124.03

14.49

17.00

IIIIII 7 YEAR STAND
ANNUALIZED ESTABLISHMENT COST
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Table 5.1-4 Partial Operating Budget for Dryland Wheatgrasses.

OPERATING EXPENSES PER ACRE
--VARIABLE COSTS--

NORMAL PRACTICE

HERBICIDE

2.50

PESTICIDE

UNUSUAL
4.50
5.00

CULTIVATIONS ( 2 @ 6.00 )

6.00

ROGUING

6.00 CONTRACT 13.00
13.60

FERTILIZER
WINDROWING

8.91
12.00

COMBINING

16.00

CUSTOM 22.00

STORAGE + RECLEANING .

43.06

CERTIFICATION

10.45

INTEREST ( 12% FOR 6 MONTHS
EXCLUDING STORAGE)

2.65

.

46.75

TOTAL VARIABLE COST

5.99
130.91

--FIXED COSTS-5.00

TAXES

11.43

STORAGE FACILITIES
ANNUALIZED ESTABLISHMENT EXPENSES

14.49

17.00

TOTAL COST

66.24

164.34

YIELD

90 LBS/ACRE RECLEANED
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different than costs for irrigated seed production.
under dryland production are considerably lower.

Similarly, the yields

The yields represented in

the budgets are averages of the yields reported on a recleaned basis in the
preliminary survey of growers.
Some information was obtained on the establishment and operating costs
for producing Indian ricegrass seed.

These cost elements are contained in

the budgets presented in Tables 5.1-5 and 5.1-6 below.
seed production under irrigated conditions.

The budgets reflect

The yields of Indian ricegrass

under irrigation are considerably lower than those for the irrigated
wheatgrasses as indicated in the earlier tables.

In Tables 5.1-5 and 5.1-6

there are again two categories of cost element, viz., normal practice and
additional.

The additional costs for establishment reflect the difficulty

of establishing an Indian ricegrass stand for seed production rather than
unusual costs as was presented in the earlier tables giving establishment
costs for the wheatgrasses.

For example, the normal seed cost at $7.85/lb.

is $62.80/acre, but frequently some of the field has to be planted again.
Therefore, an adjustment in the budget for additional costs was made, such
as the 12 lb./acre seeding rate at the $7.85 cost per pound to give a total
seed cost of $94.20.

Similarly, additional drilling costs are incurred.

The operating budget given in Table 5.1-6 gives additional pesticide,
fertilizer, and windrowing costs along with the case where storage facility
costs are annualized and included in the budget, assuming the farm invests
in such facil ities to integrate forword closer to the final market.

As

seen, there is a considerable cost difference in the two situations
presented from the information reported in the preliminary survey of
growers.
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Table 5.1-5

Partial Budget for The Establishment of Irrigated Indian
Ricegrass.

ESTABLISHMENT EXPENSES PER ACRE
NORMAL PRACTICE

--VARIABLE COSTS--

ADDITIONAL

SOIL PREPARATION .

35.00

SEED(CURRENT PRICE OF 7.85/LB.) 8 LBS./ACRE

62.80

@12 LBS. 94.20

7.50

11.25

DRILLING
IRRIGATION (2.50 ACRE/HR.

5 TIMES) .

10.00

WATER MAINTENANCE

10.00

CULTIVATIONS ( 2 @6.00 )

12.00

HERBICIDE

5.00

PESTICIDE

5.00

ROGUING (2 HRS./ACRE )

10.00

FERTILIZER

14.51

INTEREST ( 12% FOR 6 MONTHS )

10.31

7.00

12.54

~

182.12

TOTAL VARIABLE COST

221.50

--FIXED COST-7.70

TAXES
TOTAL COST

189.82

229.20

47.46

57.30

////// 4 YEAR STAND
ANNUALIZED ESTABLISHMENT COST
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Table 5.1-6 Partial Operating Budget for Irrigated Indian Ricegrass.

OPERATING EXPENSES PER ACRE
--VARIABLE COSTS--

NORMAL PRACTICE

IRRIGATION

10.00

WATER MAINTENANCE

10.00

CULTIVATIONS

12.00

(2 @ 6.00)

HERBICIDE

5.00

PESTICIDE

5.00

ADDITIONAL

7.00

10.00

ROGUING

9.72

FERTILIZER

10.13
12.00

WINDROWING
22.00

COMBINING

173.12

STORAGE AND RECLEANING

10.80

CERTIFICATION
INTEREST (12% FOR 6 MONTHS) .

5.02

8.46

TOTAL VARIABLE COST

88.74

290.51

--FIXED COST-7.70

TAXES

30.00

STORAGE
ANNUALIZED ESTABLISHMENT COST
TOTAL COST
YIELD 160 LBS./ACRE
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47.46

57.30

143.90

385.51

It should be remembered that each of the budgets presented in the
forgoing tables is a partial budget.

The budgets are partial in that they

only represent the cost elements of the seed production enterprise.

This

enterprise is only one of usually a minimum of three enterprises which are
operating on the farms surveyed.

Seed production is usually conducted in

combination with alfalfa and small grain operations on the farms surveyed.
5.2

Break-Even Prices and Returns
Economic crop feasibility depends both on production cost (as

reflected in the forgoing budgets) and on the product market price at
various market levels into which the producer or producer/cleaner can
enter.

Since most markets already have a number of suppliers of any given

grass seed, there will only be opportunities for a new supplier or new
supplies in general if the market price is above both the production cost
and market delivery cost for a peried when the supplier can harvest and
market the crop, or when he or she can harvest and store, and then enter
the market.

One then looks at periods in which the expected market price

covers all costs in order to determine some minimum information about the
potential feasibility of producing and marketing seed.
The level at which all costs are covered is contained in a term called
the break-even price (or cost) which is the total operating plus fixed cost
of production and market delivery divided by the unit of production, which
in this case is the yield per acre.

Then one can compare the expected

market pri ce wi th thi s break-even pri ce to see if expected pri ce exceeds
the break-even to determine feasible expansion in the market.

This only

gives part of the picture on economic feasibility, however, because price
may change as Quant i ty is expanded and such changes have to be accounted
for.
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We do not have information on the market delivery costs from our
survey information.

More detail is needed on these costs.

However, they

are ass umed to be a sma 11 proport i on of tota 1 costs in the case of gras s
seed.

Therefore, we have computed the break-even pri ces of wheatgrasses

and Indian ricegrass from the cost information given in Tables 5.1-1
through 5.1-6.

For the dry1and wheatgrasses, the break-even price is 74

cents assuming the normal practice and no storage or recleaning facilities.
The break-even price with storage and recleaning facilities for the dry1and
grass seed production case is $1.83, which is a considerable difference.
Under irrigated conditions, the break-even prices are 28 cents and 96
cents for, respectively, the normal practice and the unusual practice case,
the latter including storage and recleaning facilities.

Certification is

also implied by the unusual practice case and is thus reflected in the
break-even price.

For Indian ricegrass, the break-even prices are 90 cents

for the normal practice case, and $2.41 for the case which includes
additional costs mainly due to certification and storage/recleaning
facilities.
Recent prices for a selection of rangeland grasses are given in Table
5.2-1 below.

These price reflect the recent market situation for

noncertified grass seed.

Certified seed has been bringing only

approximately 20 - 30 cents premium over the noncertified seed in the
market in the past two years.

This premium has been considerably higher in

previous years, but the premium varies depending on market conditions and
the need for certified seed.

The prices for the past two years have

definete1y been favorable for the production of the wheatgrasses, wi1dryes
and even the difficult to establish Indian ricegrass.
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Table 5.2-1

Recent Average Retail Prices for Noncertified Grass Seed.

Pubescent Wheatgrass
Nordan Wheatgrass

Fall 1985

Spring 1986

75 - 85 cents/lb.

$2.55 - $2.75/lb.

$1.01/lb.

Intermediate Wheatgrass
Western Wheatgrass

80 cents/lb.

$1.70/lb.

$2.70 - $2.83/lb.

Russian Wildrye

$2.76/lb.

Indian Ricegrass

$13.00/lb.

$4.45/lb
$$3.02/lb.
$7.20 - $7.60/lb.

grasses has been high and seed has been in short supply because of a couple
of bad harvest years.

The demand has been high in 1985 and so far in 1986

because of the range and forest fires in several of the western states,
particularly California and Idaho.

Therefore, after generally a period of

steady prices, the prices of these grasses have increased considerably in
the past two years.

Just what the future holds for maintaining higher

prices is unkown, but will depend on the direction that government policy
takes toward rangeland seeding and reclamation of land in addition to the
newly instituted conservation reserve program which is now written into the
new farm bill.
One can use recent prices, costs of production and yields to develop
some estimates of returns to 1 and and operator. These returns have been
computed using the budget cost items presented in the earlier tables and
using average noncertified and certified market prices.

These returns are

computed for s i tuat ions where storage and seed clean i ng fac i 1it i es exi st
and for cases where no such facilities are present at the farm.
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Of course,

having these facilities enables the grower to integrate forward toward the
final market and a different price is recieved than the usual price to the
farmer.

These differences in price are reflected for each case.

Table

5.2-2 provides these estimates of return to land and operator for the
different cases.
It appears that dryland wheatgrass operations are quite marginal even
at the average higher prices being received in recent years.

Returns are

higher for firms which have invested in recleaning and storage facilities
and whi ch can get into the jobber market or even the retai 1 market. The
low returns are due mainly to the very low yields which are experienced on
the dryland operations.

Returns per acre are favorable for producing

wheatgrass seed under irrigated conditions, and the jobber price brings a
cons i derab 1e increment to the return s under these cond it ions if storage
and recleaning facilities are part of the operations.
Presently, for Indian ricegrass, the market situation is somewhat
different than it is for the wheatgrasses.

Indian ricegrass is a very

specialized grass and is currently being used for mining sites and other
land reclamation sites even though it is quite hard to establish.

The cost

structure of storage and recleaning and the actual cleaning costs are
somewhat higher than they are for the wheatgrasses.

This coupled with the

grower/jobber price differential for this seed species makes returns higher
for the case of no storage/recleaning.

Little at this point is known about

the market for Indian ricegrass, so it is hard to project whether the
prices of recent years can be maintained in the future.

We do not have

supply/price information to indicate whether new supplies would quickly
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Table 5.2-2

Returns to Land and Operator Under Alternative Assumptions
About Producing Certified or Noncertified Seed and Having
or not Having Storage/Recleaning Facilities.

Wheatgrasses-Dryland Operations
.
.
.
-Noncertified Seed/No Storage
($1.10 grower price and 90lbs./acre yield)

$14.76/acre

-Certified Seed/No Storage
...
($1.35 grower price and 90lbs./ace yield)

$26.81/acre

-Noncertified Seed/Storage
...
($2.65 jobber price and 90lbs./acre yield)

$87.61/acre

-Certified Seed/Storage
...
($2.90 jobber price and 90lbs./acre yield)

$96.66/acre

Irrigated Operations
.
.
.
-Noncertified Seed/No Storage
($1.10 grower pri~e and 350lbs./acre ~ield)

$216.62/acre

-Certified Seed/No Storage
...
($1.35 grower price and 350lbs./acre yield)

$293.67/acre

-Noncertified Seed/Storage
...
($2.65 jobber price and 350lbs./acre yield)

$607. 14/acre

-Certified Seed/Storage
...
($2.90 jobber price and 350lbs./acre yield)

$680. 19/acre

Indian Ricegrass-Irrigated Operations
.
.
.
-Noncertified Seed/No Storage
($6.85 grower price and 160lbs./acre yield)

$920.10/acre

-Certified Seed/No Storage
...
($7.05 grower price and 160lbs./acre yield)

$941.30/acre

-Noncertified Seed/Storage
...
($7.35 jobber price and 160lbs./acre yield)

$807.00/acre

-Certified Seed/Storage
...
($7.60 jobber price and 160lbs./acre yield)

$830.49/acre
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deteriorate prices or whether supply of the seed is steady, implying price
movements are steady.

Most likely the price is relatively high because

suppl ies are hard to come by since the stand for seed production is very
difficult to establish.

The grass has a specialized use within the

spectrum of uses of wildland grasses, so this fact suggests that the
elasticity of demand would be quite inelastic.

If this is the case (and

that fact is unknown because we do not have data to estimate elasticities),
then new supplies would put considerable downward pressure on prices.

The

estab 1i shment problems woul d suggest that the supply pri ce e1ast i city is
also quite inelastic.
5.3 The Market Potential
There is limited data which reflect the operations of the grass seed
markets, particularly the rangeland grass seed markets.

During the course

of completing this project to attempt to characterize these markets some
data were collected from the USDA price and seed statistics from time
series starting in 1962 and running to 1975 for Crested wheatgrass. The
data series was discontinued after 1975, but other limited data on prices
were obtained to complete a time series up to 1984 by using Bureau of Land
Management, Forest Service, and seed handler data for the remaining years.
These data were used with data on number of range seedings derived from the
Bureau of Land Management Public Land Statistics, and an index of operating
costs for producing orchardgrass for the same series of years to estimate a
preliminary supply/demand model of the crested wheatgrass market.
Following the directives of economic theory, the demand component of
the model hypothesized that quantity of crested wheat grass demanded is a
function of retail price and a shifter of the demand reflected in the
number of seedings on range land.

If one looks at the movement of crested

wheatgrass, one finds that number of seedings on government lands and
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movement of seed are quite highly related.

So the number of seeded acres

on public lands (a time series from 1962-1984) was used as a variable
reflecting shifts in demand.
The orchardgrass cost of production index was used to reflect shifts
in the supply of crested wheatgrass since that index series was the only
series running the same number of years as the other data sets, and
orchardgrass is used in rangeland seedings.

Thus, the index is only a

surrogate for cost movements, which economic theory dictates induces shifts ·
in supply, in crested wheatgrass production.
These data as described were used to statistically estimate a rather
simple demand/suppy model in order to provide some preliminary sketch of
the market for the seed of at 1east one of the of the grasses in whi ch we
are interested in this screening study.

The particular information of

.

interest deri ved from the model was a set of est i mates of the demand and
supply elasticities which describe the quantity demand-price and supply
offered-price relationships which exist in the market.
Demand for crested wheatgrass was estimated as a function of the
reta i 1 pri ce and the demand shi ft var; abl e, seeded acreage on government
lands.

Supply of crested wheatgrass was estimated as a function of the

retail price and the orchardgrass cost index.

The two linear equations of

the model were estimated and the elasticities of demand and supply were
computed at the means of the data.
Ordi nary

Leas~

The equations were fitted using the

Squares est i mator assumi ng that demand and supply coul d be

estimated seperately without simultaneous equations bias.
The demand elasticity at the mean of the price and quantity data was
computed to be -0.241, and the supply elasticity similarly derived is
0.174.

To interpret these elasticities is to characterize the price-
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quantity movements characteristic of ,the crested wheatgrass market as a
representative market for the wildland grass seed markets.

A demand

elasticity of -0.241 suggests that the demand for crested wheatgrass is
relatively inelastic, i.e., a 10 percent increase in price reduces quantity
demand by 2.4 percent.

In general, an inelastic demand means that price

effects of shifts in demand are greater than quantity effects.

If supply

becomes short, then price rises faster than the reductions in supply.

The

market conditions of the past two production and seeding years reflect that
kind of movement on the demand side of the market. The i ne 1ast i c demand
also suggest a very basic warning to producers.

New supplies which are

more than immediate market clearing supplies will effect greater downward
movements in price relative to the increases in supply, hence revenue
fa 11 s.

So the demand side of the market appears, from the i nformaat ion

provided from these estimates at least, to be a rather delicate one.
The computed supply elasticity at the mean of price and quantity data
of 0.174 suggests that the supply function is upward sloping in price and
that a 10 percent rise in price induces a 1.74 percent increase in supply
of the seed.

Supply is quite inelastic, that is it is not readily

responsive to price changes.

This supply situation reflects the production

conditions which exist in producing crested wheatgrass, i.e., establishment
conditions, specialized use, and relatively low production levels compared
to other crop enterprises in the agricultural sector.
The cross elasticities for acreage seeded and the cost index were
computed from, respectively, the demand and supply equations.

The cross

elasticity with respect to acreage seeded is positive as exptected at
787.21 which

is reflective of the seeding rate in 1000 pounds

government lands.

on

That is, if seeded acreage on government land goes up by

10 percent, then some 7,872 pounds of seed is needed, refl ect i ng close to
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1000 acres of newly seeded land.
related to supply.

The cost index, as expected is negatively

The cross elasticity of supply is -1.17 suggesting that

a 10 percent increase in production costs reduces supply by close to 12
percent, assuming that crested wheat cost affects supply in a similar
manner as the costs of orchardgrass production (since the orchardgrass
index is used as a surrogate supply shifter in the crested wheatgrass
supply equation).
The demand for wi 1d1 and grass seed ·i s hi gh1y dependent on seedi ngs
which is mainly influenced by government policy, particularly at the
federal level.

Seeded acreage on Bureau of Land Management (BLM) land ran

some up to some 230,000 acres or better each year during the early 1960's,
and reached a peak of 345,869 acres in 1967.

During the 1970's seeded

acreage dropped to around 60,000 acres on average each year.

Prices of

least crested wheatgrass dropped and remained relatively steady at around
35 cents per pound during this period, whereas it had been up as high as 60
cents in 1967.

BLM seedings made a jump to approximately 87,000 acres in

1983, then to 174,772 in 1984, and approximately 193,000 acres in 1985.
Prices likewise increased from a low of 25 cents per pound in 1980 to the
current high price situation.
There is considerable speculation on just what the new conservation
reserve wi 11 do to put demand pressure on the grass seed markets in the
future of the horizon of new five-year farm bill.

Currently, the

conservation reserve component of the farm bill proposes to assist, through
contract, owners and operators of highly erodible cropland in conserving
and improving the soil and water resources of farms and.ranches.

The

purpose of the program will be met by establishing a conservation reserve
of 40 to 45 million acres by 1990.

Highly erodible cropland acreage will
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be pl aced into the reserve starting no 'w in 1986 and running to 1990. For
the nation, the minimum acreage eligible is 5 million and the maximum is 45
million.

The maximum stays at 45 million acreas throughout the program and

the minimum increases to 15 million in 1987, 25 million in 1988, 35 million
in 1989, and the 40 million goal in 1990. The acreage available for the
eight-state Intermountain region for 1986 is 11,840,000 acres (cf., Glazer,
1986).

Utah's share of el igible acreage is up to 15 percent of the total

cropland, or up to 329,300 acres, which would be close to the peak acreage
seeded on BLM lands back in 1967.

If all, or just a portion of this

acreage is to be seeded to grass, then demand pressure certainly would be
put on the market to sustain prices at least above their levels of the
decade of the 1970's.
The largest acreage available for 1986 is in Montana where up to 4.9
million acres are eligible.

Colorado has up to 3.7 million eligible and

Idaho has up to 1.7 million acres eligible.

The Northern Great Plains and

Southern Pl a ins states al so have 1arge amounts of acreage el igi bl e thi s
year and are close markets for Utah producers and jobbers.
There is another market which has not been developed as yet for Utah
producers.

This is the international market, particularly the North

Afri can market where arid regi ons exi st and drought is a constant
phenomenon with which to deal.

Grazing livestock is a mainstay enterprise

in this region, but vegetative growth conditions are harsh.

Certain

drought resistant cultivars may find a new market open in this area of the
world.

However, very little is known about the market or how one could be

introduced to the market.

It appears that such introduction could come via

USAID development projects where plant breeding and marketing research
takes a role in international development.

Utah State University and Utah

Agricultural Experiment Station scientists are involved in these regions of
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the world in various international irrigat -i on, range condition, and
economic studies.

Perhaps the introduction of the new cultivars could

procede in the same manner as seed is introduced in the domestic markets,
i. e., throught the plant breeder, then to foundation seed and then to the

commercial channels.

More study of the international market certainly has

merit.

6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AND INFORMATION
The most important factors on which little information is available,
as found out in this present preliminary investigation,

are seed

establishment, variation in water application, fertilization, insect
control, and detailed information on market characteristics for the
wildland grasses.
cond it ions in Utah.

This type of information is particularly lacking for
Much more deta.i 1ed i nformat ion is needed in order to

gu i de the product i on and market i ng dec is ions wh i ch seed producer have to
make.
It has also been determined by this investigation that work should be
done to determine optimum production and marketing strategies for a few,
more important grasses which appear to have a future in the agricultural
economy of Utah and the Intermountain region, and which farmers can use to
produce good seed and enhance their incomes.

Seven range grasses appear to

be candidates for further study, both in a production and a marketing
sense.

These grasses i ncl ude Hycrest crested wheatgrass, Bozoi sky-Se 1ect

Russian wildrye, Rodan Western Wheatgrass, Secar bluebunch wheatgrass,
Magnar basin wildrye, Tall wheatgrass and Paiute orchardgrass.
It is recommended that field plot trials be set up by species, row
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spacing, water application, fertilizer ' application, and by dryland plot
relative to irrigated plot in a statistical design in order to obtain
information on the effects of each of these treatments on seed yield.

In

addition, field data on target insects should be surveyed in order to
determine target insects, their damaging practices, and control strategies
by time of season.

The field data could also be used in conjunction with

budget data for field operations to derive information on the economic
cons i derat ions of product i on and the potent i a1 of 1oweri ng costs in seed
production.

Also, more species specific information is needed on the

markets for the rangeland grass seeds.

More information is also needed on

the potential of entering new markets or the impacts of expanding existing
markets in relation to rangeland and reclamation seeding policy and the new
conservation reserve pol icy.

International markets for rangel and grass

seed also need to be invest i gated, part i cul arl y the ari d regi ons of North
Afri ca where drought condi t ions are harsh on vegetat i ve growth processes
and where livestock grazing and production is a mainstay enterprise of the
third world.
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